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This paper presents a new idea for a forecasting approach which seeks to exploit the
information contained within US EIA energy forecasts and related Google trends data
for generating a new and improved forecast. The novel forecasting approach can be
exploited by using a multivariate system which can consider data with diﬀerent series
lengths and a time lag into the future. Using real historical data, an oﬃcial forecast
for the same variable, and Google Trends search data, we illustrate the possibility of
generating a comparatively more accurate forecast for an energy-related variable. The
accuracy of the newly generated forecasts are evaluated by comparing with the actual
observations and the oﬃcial forecast itself. We ﬁnd that the novel forecasting idea can
generate promising results which call for further in-depth research into developing and
improving this multivariate forecasting approach.
Keywords: Forecastability; energy forecasts; oﬃcial forecasts; Google trends; future time
lagged data.

Nomenclature
EIA
ST EO
M SSA
SV D
L
LRF
US
HS
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:

Energy Information Administration.
Short Term Energy Outlook.
Multivariate Singular Spectrum Analysis.
Singular Value Decomposition.
Window Length.
Linear Recurrent Formula.
United States.
Hassani-Silva test.
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RM SE : Root Mean Square Error.
RRM SE : Ratio of the RMSE.
DC : Direction of Change.

1. Introduction
Forecasting is an art which continues to be of primary importance for resource
allocation and planning within the global energy sector. The importance of energy
forecasts for planning and resource allocations are clearly evident in the variety
of energy-related forecasts which are published by the US EIA via their STEO
reports [1]. Whilst the practice of publishing monthly energy-related forecasts have
been in existence over a long period, more recently, Google provided users with
access to real-time data on online search queries in the form of Google Trends.a
Google Trends are often found to be correlated with economic indicators and may
be useful for short term economic prediction [2]. Moreover, Google Trends are recognized as excellent indicators of public concern and has the potential of being a
useful quantitative measure of energy related events [3]. It is noteworthy that the
emergence of Big Data such as Google Trends has resulted in an increased availability of real-time information which can be extremely useful for improving the
accuracy of forecasts [4].
This paper looks at exploiting both the availability of forecasts for energyrelated variables and the access to Google Trends data as we introduce a new
forecasting approach within the broad ﬁeld of time series analysis and forecasting.
Accordingly, there are several key contributions which are noteworthy. First, the
new multivariate forecasting approach that is introduced herewith is diﬀerent to
the forecast averaging and forecast combination approaches in time series. This is
because here we seek to model and extract information from data with a time lag
into the future. Second, the approach itself can be exploited by any multivariate
forecasting technique which can model data; with diﬀerent series lengths and a
time lag into the future. Third, to the best of our knowledge the application which
follows presents the results from the initial attempt at using the chosen multivariate
forecasting tool in combination with Google Trends.
Energy-related data are usually aﬀected by many factors including demand, supply, economics, policy, technology, and weather, in addition to noise levels, volatility
and nonlinear patterns. Therefore, we have opted for a nonparametric multivariate signal processing technique that can capture the nonlinear pattern of noisy
volatile data with diﬀerent series lengths as the tool for forecasting with forecasts
and Google Trends. The chosen multivariate forecasting technique is complemented
with auxiliary information in the form of oﬃcial forecasts (which eﬀectively represents data with a time lag into the future) and Google Trends. The accuracy of the

a https://www.google.co.uk/trends/.
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forecast achieved via the newly proposed approach is evaluated by comparing with
actual data and the oﬃcial forecast over the same period.
It should be noted that is not our intention or aim to claim that Google Trends
can predict the future, and we subscribe to the views expressed in [2] where the
authors suggest that Google Trends are more useful for contemporaneous forecasting or nowcasting. However, here we simply seek to present a new idea which can
show the beneﬁts of incorporating Google Trends in a multivariate process which
considers data with a time lag into the future. Even though we consider an energyrelated data set as an example, it is not our intention to indicate that we can
forecast tomorrow’s energy price. Instead, we seek to introduce this new concept
for improving the accuracy of forecasts by exploiting the forecastability of oﬃcial
forecasts, and show that the inclusion of Google Trends data within such a framework can result in a forecast that is more accurate than an existing oﬃcial forecast.
The addition of more related information into the multivariate system can help
improve the forecast further.
The remainder of this paper is organized such that Sec. 2 presents a summary
of the proposed forecasting approach which is followed by an introduction to the
data, metrics, and results following application in Sec. 3. The paper concludes in
Sec. 4.
2. Forecasting with Oﬃcial Forecasts and Google Trends
Let us begin by inputting data into the multivariate system as shown via Fig. 1.
(1)
(1)
(3)
(3)
Here, the observations represented via (y1 , . . . , yN ) ≡ (y1 , . . . , yN ) as these
represent the historical data for the variable of interest. Then, the observations
(3)
(3)
within (yN +1 , . . . , yN +h ) represents the oﬃcial forecast and thus data which has a
(2)

(2)

time lag into the future. The observations in (y1 , . . . , yN ) in this example will
represent data from Google Trends, but in general it could represent any auxiliary
information and the multivariate system can incorporate additional variables in the
modelling process.
In what follows, we seek to summarize the entire forecasting with oﬃcial forecasts and Google Trends process concisely via the following steps.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1) Consider three time series YN , YN and YN +h such that YN = (y1 , . . . , yN ),
(2)

YN

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

= (y1 , . . . , yN ), and YN +h = (y1 , . . . , yN +h ) with an identical fre(1)

(2)

quency. Here, YN and YN represents historical data for a variable of interest
and Google Trends data respectively.
(3)

(1)

Note: YN +h represents YN plus the h-step ahead oﬃcial forecast for that same
variable. The h-step ahead oﬃcial forecast represents data with a time lag into
the future.
(2) Call upon a multivariate system which can consider data with diﬀerent series
lengths and a time lag into the future, for forecasting with oﬃcial forecasts and
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Fig. 1. A graphical illustration of the data input into the system.

Google Trends. Our aim is to obtain a multivariate h-step ahead forecast for
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
YN = (y1 , . . . , yN ) as represented by ŷN +1 , . . . , ŷN +h in Fig. 2.
(3) Exploit a multivariate system’s ﬁltering and signal extraction capabilities for
(3)
modelling and extracting information in YN +h (which represents data with a
(2)

time lag into the future) and YN , for generating a new and improved forecast
(1)
for the variable in YN . Figure 2 summarises the process in graphical format.
(4) In this paper we exploit Multivariate Singular Spectrum Analysis (MSSA) as
the multivariate system. Those interested in a detailed description of the theory
underlying this nonparametric technique are referred to [5]. However, below we
provide a very brief introduction into the MSSA process.
The MSSA technique consists of two stages known as decomposition and reconstruction. The decomposition stage has two steps known as embedding and SVD.
Initially, through embedding we create the trajectory matrices X(i) (i = 1, 2, 3) of
(1)
(2)
(3)
the one-dimensional time series YN , YN and YN +h respectively. Accordingly, we
will have 3 diﬀerent Li × Ki trajectory matrices X(i) (i = 1, 2, 3), where X(1) will
1650020-4
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Fig. 2. A graphical illustration of the process and objective.

take the form:

X(1) =

(xij )L,K
i,j=1

y1


 y2

= .
 .
 .
yL

y2
y3
..
.
yL+1

···

yK




· · · yK+1 

.
.. 
..

.
. 
···

(1)

yN

A similar trajectory matrix as in Eq. (1) can be constructed for X(2) to represent
(2)
the data in YN . Finally, the trajectory matrix X(3) which incorporates the oﬃcial
forecast can be constructed as:


y2
···
yK
yK+1 · · · ωK+h
y1


 y2
y3
· · · yK+1 yK+2 · · · ωK+h+1 


L,K+h
(3)
X = (xij )i,j=1 =  .
(2)
,
..
..
..
..
..
..

 .
.
.
.
.
.
.

 .
yL

yL+1

···

yN

where ω1 , . . . , ωh represents the oﬃcial forecast.
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Thereafter, a new block Hankel trajectory matrix, XH is constructed. Assume
L1 = L2 = · · · = LM = L where M is the number of time series. Therefore, we
have diﬀerent values of Ki (Ki = Ni − Li + 1) and series length Ni , but similar Li .
The result of this step is:
XH = [X(1) : X(2) : · · · : X(M) ].
Hence, the structure of the matrix XH XTH is as follows:
T

XH XTH = X(1) X(1) + · · · + X(M) X(M)

T

.

(3)

As it appears from the structure of the matrix XH XTH in MSSA, we do not
have any cross-product between Hankel matrices X(i) and X(j) . Moreover, in this
T
format, the sum of X(i) X(i) provides the new block Hankel matrix. Note also that
performing the SVD of XH in MSSA yields L eigenvalues as in univariate SSA.
Thereafter, in the reconstruction stage we are faced with two steps known as
grouping and diagonal averaging. Initially, we group the eigenvalues from the SVD
process as either signal or noise (there are several approaches for grouping, see [5, 6])
and then perform diagonal averaging on the signal components to reconstruct a new,
less noisy time series which can be used for forecasting. A more detailed description
of the theory underlying decomposition and reconstruction with MSSA and the
forecasting process can be found in [5] and is therefore not reproduced here.
Finally, we present the MSSA forecasting algorithm used in this paper, and in
doing so we mainly follow [5].
(i)

(i)

(1) For a ﬁxed value of L, construct the trajectory matrix X(i) = [X1 , . . . , XK ] =
(i)
i
(xmn )L,K
m,n=1 for each single series YNi (i = 1, . . . , M ) separately.
(2) Construct the block trajectory matrix XH as follows:
XH = [X(1) : X(2) : · · · : X(M) ].
(3) Let vector UHj = (u1j , . . . , uLj )T , with length L, be the j th eigenvector of
XH XTH .
 H = r UH U T XH as the reconstructed matrix obtained using
(4) Consider X
i
Hi
i=1
r eigentriples:
 (1) : X
 (2) : · · · : X
 (M) ].
XH = X
 (i) (i = 1, . . . , M ) as the result of the Hankelization
(5) Consider matrix X(i) = HX
 (i) obtained from the previous step.
procedure of the matrix X

(6) Let UH
denote the vector of the ﬁrst L − 1 coordinates of the eigenvectors UHj ,
j
and πHj indicate the last coordinate of the eigenvectors UHj (j = 1, . . . , r).

2
.
(7) Deﬁne υ 2 = rj=1 πH
j
(8) Denote the linear coeﬃcients vector R as follows:
R=

1
1 − υ2

r
j=1

1650020-6
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(9) If υ 2 < 1, then the h-step ahead MSSA forecasts exist and is calculated by the
following formula:
(1)
(M)
ŷj1 , . . . , ŷjM

T

(1)

(1)

(M)

[ỹj1 , . . . , ỹjM ],

=

T

R Zh ,
(M) T

where, Zh = [Zh , . . . , Zh
1, . . . , M ).

]

ji = 1, . . . , Ni ,
ji = Ni + 1, . . . , Ni + h,

(i)

and Zh

(i)

(5)

(i)

= [ŷNi −L+h+1 , . . . , ŷNi +h−1 ] (i =

Note that Eq. (5) indicates that the h-step ahead forecasts of each series are
achieved by the same LRF generated considering all series in a multivariate system.
3. Data, Metrics and Application
3.1. Data
This paper considers historical monthly data from January 2011–November 2015 as
in-sample for model training and testing whilst the forecasting performance is evaluated over the period from December 2015–November 2016 (12 observations) such
that it is a one-year ahead forecast. The variable being forecasted is the Henry Hub
Spot price for Natural Gas (dollars per million Btu). The oﬃcial monthly forecasts
for the Henry Hub Spot price between December 2015–November 2016 as provided
via the US EIA, and monthly Google Trends data for the search term ‘Natural
Gas Price’ (January 2011–November 2015) are used as auxiliary information. The
actual values corresponding to the EIA forecasts considered in this paper have been
published in the December 2016 STEO report [1].
3.2. Metrics
3.2.1. RMSE and RRMSE
We rely on the RMSE and RRMSE criterions for evaluating forecast accuracy. Both
these criterions are popular and frequently cited loss functions, see for example [8, 9].
 12
 n
1
2
(Yi − Ŷi )
,
(6)
RMSE =
n i=1
where, Yi is the actual value, Ŷi refers to a forecast from a given model, and n is the
number of the forecasts. Likewise, the ratio of the RMSE can be easily calculated
as:
RMSEProposed Approach
RRMSE =
,
(7)
RMSEBenchmark
where RMSEProposed Approach refers to the RMSE from the proposed multivariate
system and RMSEBenchmark refers to the RMSE for the oﬃcial forecast. Then, if
the RRMSE is less than 1 the proposed multivariate approach outperforms the
benchmark model by 1-RRMSE%.
1650020-7
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3.2.2. Direction of change probability
The application which follows considers a forecast for the gas price. When predicting
such variables it is important that forecasts are not only able to report a low error
as measured by the RMSE, but also successful in capturing or predicting the actual
direction of change and movement in future prices. As such, we consider the DC
criterion as a metric (see, [10, 11] for examples of previous applications) and present
its calculation by following [10]. Let ZYi take the value 1 if the forecast correctly
n
predicts the direction of change and 0 otherwise. Then Z¯Y = i=1 ZY i /n shows
the proportion of forecasts that correctly predict the direction of the series. For
example, if DC is 0.70 this implies that 70% of the actual movement has been
captured by the forecasting method.
3.3. Application
Let us now consider the performance of the proposed multivariate system at forecasting 12-months ahead for the Henry Hub Spot price, for which the results are
reported in Table 1. All forecasts have been evaluated for statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between competing forecasts via the HS test in [7]. We begin by focusing on the RMSE criterion. The ﬁrst observation is that the MSSA models can
provide forecasts with a lower RMSE than the EIA oﬃcial forecast for the same
variable. This implies that the proposed forecasting with oﬃcial forecasts approach
(MSSA | (EIA)) works in practice and can provide useful forecasting accuracy gains.
In fact, by using only the oﬃcial forecast provided by EIA as auxiliary information,
we are able to generate a new forecast which is 6% more accurate than the EIA
oﬃcial forecast (as measured by the RRMSE: 1 − 0.51
0.54 . Therefore, we can conclude
that considering future information as auxiliary information aids in obtaining a
better forecast. Moreover, it appears that data with a time lag into the future can
help to capture the general pattern of a future forecast when combined with past
data.
Next, let us consider using both the EIA forecast and Google Trends data as
auxiliary information. Based on the RMSE values it is clear that MSSA | (EIA,GT)
is able to outperform the EIA and MSSA | (EIA) forecasts for the Henry Hub Spot
price. This in turn implies that the incorporation of Google Trends within the

Table 1. Henry Hub Spot forecasting RMSE and RRMSE results.
RMSE

RRMSE

Series

EIA

MSSA | (EIA)

MSSA | (EIA,GT)

MSSA | (EIA,GT)
EIA

MSSA | (EIA,GT)
MSSA | (EIA)

Henry Hub Spot

0.54

0.51

0.45

0.83

0.88

Note: MSSA | (EIA) represents the MSSA results with only the oﬃcial forecast as auxiliary information. MSSA | (EIA,GT) represents the MSSA results with both the oﬃcial forecast and Google
Trends as auxiliary information.
1650020-8
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Table 2. Direction of change results for Henry Hub
Spot forecasts.
Series

EIA

MSSA | (EIA)

Henry Hub Spot

0.58

0.75

Note: MSSA | (EIA) represents the MSSA model with
only the oﬃcial forecast as auxiliary information.

newly proposed forecasting with oﬃcial forecasts framework can result in positive
outcomes in terms of improved accuracy levels. As the MSSA | (EIA,GT) model
reports the lowest RMSE, we consider this as the numerator in calculating the
RRMSE values which are also reported via the last two columns in Table 1. Accordingly, we can see that the inclusion of GT within our framework has enabled us
to produce a forecast which is 17% more accurate than the EIA oﬃcial forecast.
The MSSA | (EIA,GT) forecast is also 12% more accurate than the MSSA | (EIA)
forecast. Our ﬁndings are in line with previous research which also indicated that
Google Trends can help with improving energy market analysis [3, 12]. However, in
this case we do not ﬁnd any evidence of statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences between
the MSSA | (EIA,GT) forecasts and competing forecasts, and this can be attributed
to the low sample size of 12 observations.
Finally, let us now consider how well the oﬃcial forecast and MSSA | (EIA)
forecast perform in terms of capturing the movement in future prices by looking at
the direction of change results. These are reported in Table 2. We ﬁnd that the EIA
oﬃcial forecast reports a 58% accurate DC prediction. However, the MSSA | (EIA)
forecast reports a DC prediction at 75% which is a 17% gain in relation to the
oﬃcial forecast. This clearly indicates yet another advantage in being able to exploit
data with a time lag into the future as it enables the capturing of dynamic price
changes which are likely to happen in future. Accordingly, these results show that
the MSSA | (EIA) forecasts are more likely to accurately capture the movements in
gas prices in comparison to the oﬃcial forecast.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents a new idea for forecasting with oﬃcial forecasts and improving
accuracy levels further via the incorporation of auxiliary information in the form
of Google Trends data. The aim being, to use the new forecasting idea to generate
a forecast that can outperform the accuracy of the oﬃcial forecast. The process is
unique as it involves the modelling of data with a time lag into the future, which
requires a multivariate system that can model data with diﬀerent series lengths.
The general idea is concisely presented to the reader in the most basic form, clearly
outlining the nature of the suggested process. Thereafter, the proposed idea is
put into action by applying the concept to real world data from the US EIA. We
ﬁnd promising results which not only show the applicability of the newly proposed
1650020-9
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forecasting idea in practice, but also shows the positive inﬂuence of Google Trends
on improving forecast accuracy.
Here we consider monthly data and a single energy variable as an example. However, the proposed forecasting idea is applicable to data from any given frequency
and can be applied to forecast any given energy variable. Moreover, the idea itself
can be exploited by any multivariate forecasting technique which can model data
with diﬀerent series lengths and a time lag into the future, even though we consider MSSA as a tool in this paper. In addition, it should be noted that users are
not restricted to exploiting oﬃcial forecasts. It is possible to consider and exploit
information from forecasts generated via other time series models or professional
forecasts as well.
We believe that the favourable results presented here open up a new research
avenue in the ﬁeld of time series analysis and forecasting. Future research should
consider developing a more theoretically sound methodology for the proposed forecasting approach, optimization criteria for the tools used, and perform tests on
a variety of diﬀerent data sets. In terms of selecting the most appropriate search
terms for matching with a variable of interest, researchers could consider Google
Correlate [13] which can identify search patterns which correspond with real-world
trends. Finally, there is huge scope and potential to incorporate Big Data within
the proposed framework for forecasting with oﬃcial forecasts and Google Trends —
the possibilities are endless as there is no restriction on the number of variables one
could input into the multivariate system.
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